1 (cycle 17) was confined to the successive annual Wolf numbers through 1944. In preparing this prediction observed spot numbers later than December 31, 1938, were not used. The observed numbers since then have agreed so well with the computed ones that it seems worth while to publish computed monthly numbers. These are given for 1939-40 in Table I , together with the available observed numbers as compiled at Zürich. Beginning with January 1940, the final "corrected" observed numbers are unavailable, and the Zurich "preliminary" monthly numbers have been included, designated by asterisks. In Table II our predicted monthly numbers are continued for 1941^-4.
All the computed values are from the formula described in the previous paper with the parameters used there: namely ¿ = 1933.46, a = 5.00, b = 1.13 year" 1 , log 10 F = 1.0046.
These parameters correspond to a maximum of 115 at 1937.9
(November, 1937).
The formula is
where R is the Wolf number at time r, and F, s, a, b are constants throughout a given cycle or "outburst." Table I includes also values of O -C, observed minus computed monthly numbers. In a study which will be published later the present authors have compared the observed monthly numbers with the Zürich smoothed monthly numbers. Waldmeier's predictions were based on a graphical treatment of the early part of the present cycle, similar in underlying principle to our analytical one. Anderson's study was based on a beautifully detailed periodogram analysis from 1750 through 1937; and Clayton's also used the method of long-period harmonics.
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